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21st century is the age of intellectual economy，in which the intangible assets，
including patent right，proprietary technology，personnel qualities，innovative ability，
administrative ability，customer resources，brands and so on，are becoming more and 
more important in companies. They have significant impact on “creating values” and 
“building core competitiveness” for companies. So companies should attach strategic 
importance to intangible assets.    
Financial Strategy is to reasonably allocate financial recourses on the base of 
corporation strategy. It has become the centre of development strategy. Intangible 
assets, as core resources of modern enterprise, will make great contributions to the 
realizing of Financial Strategy target. Therefore, it is of profound theoretical and 
practical significance to study intangible assets from the angle of Financial Strategy. 
In this paper, it is on the ground of existing theories both about Intangible Assets 
and Financial Strategy to study intangible assets from the angle of Financial Strategy. 
Firstly, the paper discusses the intangible assets contributions from the angle of 
Financial Strategy. One is the contributions intangible assets make to the realization of 
Financial Strategy target, which is building core competitive ability and creating 
values for enterprise. The other one is the application of intangible assets in the basic 
elements of Financial Strategy, which includes investment strategy, funding strategy 
and dividend distribution strategy. Also，it discusses the good application of intangible 
assets do to enterprise. Secondly, this paper suggests the operational procedure of 
intangible assets management ， which means bringing the intangible assets 
management into development processes of Financial Strategy. That is to manage 
intangible assets in the processes of environmental analysis，planning，implement and 
control of Financial Strategy. Also it analyzes how to manage intangible assets in 
Financial Strategy ways. Thirdly，this paper carries on a thorough analysis about how 
Shenzhen Huawei Technology Limited Company applies intangible assets in the 















the importance role intangible assets play in Financial Strategy. What’s more，it makes 
deep research about the present situation of intangible assets strategy management 
problems and gives some advices from the angle of Financial Strategy. Finally，it 
makes some conclusions and points out the innovation spots and drawbacks about this 
paper.  
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